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There is no viable alternative to the control ofAIDS besides prevention; factors contributing to relapse from
behaviors presumed to reduce risk of that disease were investigated. The authors studied 524 homosexual men
who had refrained from or used condoms during receptive or insertive anal sex (RAS and IAS, respectively)
for at least 12 months, contacting them at 6-month intervals thereafter to ascertain current practices. They
determined, via interviews, personal traits, appraised stress of maintaining safer sex, mental health, life events,
and efforts to cope with potential infection. Negative life events, personal control beliefs, problem-solving
abilities, and coping via problem-focused (e.g., seeking a monogamous union) rather than emotion-focused
(e.g., "when I need a cure, they will have one") behaviors were associated with RAS, but less so with LAS safer
sex behaviors. These findings provide a basis for individual and community-level interventions to change
behavior and reduce AIDS risk.

INTRODUCTION

The lack of any viable alternative emphasizes the public health need for preventing
AIDS, and, although the behaviors required may appear simple, their introduction and
maintenance in a population are complex. Much public health activity is directed to
introducing and maintaining individual behaviors that can prevent disease, for example,
quitting smoking, abstaining from substance abuse, and avoiding obesity. However, the
level of success in such efforts often is not high, particularly in the long term, and
additional basic research out of which to build intervention strategies remains vital.

This inquiry is a preliminary attempt to identify factors associated with relapse from
behavior known to reduce risk of AIDS in homosexual men. Knowledge of such factors
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could provide a basis for programs for preventive intervention. The behaviors concerning
us, receptive and insertive anal sex (RAS and IAS), are central to transmission ofHuman
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), the infectious agent in the etiology ofAcquired Immuno-
deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). While the proportion ofAIDS cases among men who have
sex with men decreased from 64% to 45% between 1981 and 1995, this population
continues to contribute the largest percentage of cases overall.' Moreover, while there has
been an impressive increase in the adoption of AIDS-preventive behaviors among
homosexual men in large population centers of high AIDS incidence, reports from major
investigations across multiple study sites in the past decade suggest that between 21%
and 68% of homosexual men continue to engage in unprotected anal intercourse.29

In addition, survey research has demonstrated that significant proportions of individuals
who had adopted safer sex behaviors are not maintaining them over time; 112 one investigator
found that two-thirds of homosexual men engaging in high-risk sexual behaviors at one time
point had relapsed from safer sex behaviors they initiated 5 years earlier.'3 Other investigators
of the maintenance of AIDS-preventive behaviors have found that from 13% to 65% of
participants relapse over follow-up periods of variable length.5,6"14-18

Furthermore, while evaluation research findings indicate successes in intervention
programs encouraging risk-reduction behaviors, relapse from safer to riskier sex at
follow-up observation also is documented.'9 Despite the need, a variety ofmethodological
problems have limited investigation ofrelapse from AIDS-preventive behaviors. Students
of relapse largely have failed to observe behavior over a lengthy period and to observe
departures from maintenance of AIDS-preventive behavior over time. Longitudinal
behavior change is often highly dynamic, involving repeated movement back and forth
among states of relapse, recovery, and maintenance over many years.20-2'

Past studies of maintenance of health-related behavior in general have considered
durations of behavior of only 24 to 48 hours, and data gathering has been limited to 6 to
12 months postintervention, or even shorter periods, for example, 1 month. Hence, the
validity of findings about relapse from established, longer term maintenance behavior is
highly questionable.2125 Moreover, samples typically are of individuals in therapeutic
groups, which limits generalizability of findings.22'26

The prospective, multiwave panel design of our research enabled us to overcome some
of the shortcomings in earlier investigations. Our study sample was composed of men
who had maintained safer sex practices for 1 year at sample entry, and we followed them
for 18 months thereafter. This allowed us to study a congeries of factors associated with
long-term relapse from maintenance of AIDS-preventive behavior.
We should emphasize that the period during which our data were collected was 10 to

14 years ago. Nevertheless, the behaviors under investigation here remain of utmost
importance to the prevention of AIDS. In fact, a recent reexamination of the HIV
seroconversion literature asserts that "consistent" condom use, when measured uniquely
vis-a-vis all condom use behavior, results in prevention of sexual transmission of HIV
90% to 95% of the time. This is in contrast to earlier meta-analytic study indicating 60%
to 70% prophylactic success among all condom users.27 Again, this is in light of the high
rates of inconsistent condom use across high-risk populations.8"8

Furthermore, increased study of these psychosocial phenomena (e.g., threat, appraisal,
coping response) is vital to the explanation not only of AIDS-related behaviors but also
of a great number and variety of other health-related behaviors and to design of theory-
driven interventions.2833 Moreover, there are few investigations exhibiting the methodo-
logical rigor of our 30-month multiwave study of predictors of behavioral patterns within
a large panel of condom users.28 Overall, despite the age of our data, our findings are
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cogent because (1) consistency in condom use continues to be an effective preventive of
AIDS and condom use too often is sporadic, and (2) the factors we discover allowing
relapse from condom use are possibly associated with relapse from other types of
preventive behaviors.30

THEORETICALAND
EMPIRICAL FOUNDATIONS

Explanatory research devoted to relapse overwhelmingly has emphasized physiologi-
cal factors and environmental stimuli (e.g., social pressure, situational cues). Although a
major, current theoretical paradigm for understanding relapse highlights the influence of
coping response and primary and secondary appraisal, there remains meager empirical
study of these concepts.34 Unfortunately, although some research has examined stress-
related situations and negative emotional determinants of relapse, study of the influence
of cognitive appraisal of stress on relapse in given situations has not been addressed.35
Moreover, meager attention has been given to coping response and, in particular, to the
identification of those dimensions of coping that may influence relapse.3637 In addition,
investigators generally have restricted their specification of variables to either distal (e.g.,
mental health) or proximal (e.g., coping response) predictors of relapse.38 Finally,
sociodemographics, background stress, immediate stresses, and mental health represent
other potentially important factors that have been neglected. The third gap in our

knowledge of factors influencing relapse arises from the fact that although numerous

factors have been identified as being of importance, their joint effects rarely have been
assessed.38 Equally important, studies of relapse from AIDS-preventive behaviors usually
have neglected those determinants uniquely influencing specific individual behaviors.39

To address these deficiencies, we proposed a conceptual paradigm specifying personal
factors (which may serve as coping resources),'" cognitive appraisal, coping response,
mental health, and background stress (negative life events). Furthermore, we posited that
these distal and proximal variables together would affect the dynamic pattern of individu-
als' maintenance or relapse from safer sex behaviors. Figure 1 displays variables (shown
in the rectangles) that contribute to measurement of each construct (noted in the circles)
in the current study.

Table 1 indicates the specific questions we asked and scales used to measure variables
underlying constructs hypothesized to be relevant to relapse. Among the personal traits
assessed were beliefs regarding the extent of control or helplessness one has, one's
approach to problem solving, and one's skill in dealing with potential partners. Note that
we queried on extent of control over one's life in general using Perlin's approach, as well
as on control in specific situations as did Rosenbaum. Regarding appraisal, we asked the
degree of stress or dissatisfaction one experienced in abstaining from anal sex or in using
condoms. Coping deals with either abstinence or maintenance and takes two forms:
emotion-focused, which consists primarily of rationalizations for continuing high-risk
behavior (e.g., chance of getting AIDS increases enjoyment, by the time I need a cure

there will be one, does not like to think about it), or problem-focused, for example, seeking
a monogamous lover, using a douche or lubricant, and other concrete measures to avoid
infection. Reactions to coping with AIDS included keeping a health-conscious regimen,
being more religious, helping other homosexuals, and resorting to fatalism. Mental health
comprises often-used measures of depression and anxiety and measures of more specific
concerns about AIDS. Negative life events have to do with measures of experiences in
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Figure 1. The Conceptual Model.

the variety of major life domains, including problems with work, money, law, love,
friendship, and family relations, as well as "coming out." We hypothesized that these
constructs would be associated with maintenance of or relapse from safer sex behaviors.
The safer sex behaviors concerning us were (1) abstaining from anal sex or (2) using
condoms during either LAS or RAS with all partners always. Further elaboration of the
composition and construction of indices has been discussed elsewhere by Joseph and
others,4"'" but as is often the case, these constructs could be associated with the outcomes
in subtle ways. Our findings suggest that this indeed is the case, as shown by the
coefficients displayed in Table 1, to be discussed shortly.

METHODOLOGY

Sampling

The sample was drawn from 1,012 Chicago homosexual males participating in the
Coping and Change Study (CCS) from 1984 to 1988. The CCS was designed to
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Table 1. Reliability and Coefficients of Variables Associated With Relapse or Maintenance
of AIDS-Preventive Behavior for Receptive Anal Sex and Insertive Anal Sex

Questions Asked to Measure Constructs
Receptive Sex Insertive Sex

Reliability Coefficient Coefficient

Personal Traits:
Beliefs regarding control: Perlin Mastery Index,
seven items: has little control; is helpless; can't
change; is pushed around

Problem solving: has a systematic approach;
weighs alternatives

Skill in dealing with potential partners:
Rosenbaum Index, three items: can't ask
about sex history of potential partner; can't
ask regarding AIDS; can't say no

Appraisal:
Primary appraisal (three items): For those who
have engaged in RAS or IAS, how stressful has
it been in past month to:

Abstain from sex

Limit to RAS or IAS with condoms only
Do all the above on a daily basis to
prevent AIDS

Outcome expectancy (without condom): RAS
or IAS without condom is unsatisfying,
4 levels
Outcome expectancy (with condom): How
satisfying is RAS or IAS with condom?
4 levels

Self-efficacy expectancy: two items: Has
trouble observing "safer sex"

.81 0.48

.41 1.01

.50 -6.21

N/A
N/A

-14.30
2.26

N/A -1.22

Product
moment r = .52 1.42

Product
moment r = .58

Product
moment r = .32

0.53

-4.68

Coping response:
Emotion-focused coping with abstinence:
five items: Is too lucky to get AIDS; chance
of getting AIDS increases enjoyment;
heterosexual researchers on AIDS are biased;
too little is known regarding AIDS; if and
when I need a cure, there will be one

Problem-focused coping with abstinence:
four items: Ascertains whether partner is safe;
uses douche, lubricant; asks partner to with
draw before orgasm

Emotion-focused coping with maintenance:
three items: Don't like to think about it;
being gay means doing what I want; would
have to stop all sex

Problem-focused coping with maintenance:
two items: Be monogamous; find
monogamous lover

Coefficient theta
range = .58-.82 2.42

Coefficient theta
range =.39-.73 -1.18

Coefficient theta
range =.47-.66 19.78

Coefficient theta
range = .780-.781 5.35

-.40

.81

-.22

Not studied
Not studied

.65

.11

-.54

.14

Not studied

Not studied

-.83

.26

(continued)
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Table 1. Continued

Questions Asked to Measure Constructs

In coping with AIDS:

Receptive Sex Insertive Sex
Reliability Coefficient Coefficient

Alpha reliability
coefficients:

range
.63-.76

1. Four items: Pays more attention to health;
sees doctor; keeps healthy, watches for
symptoms; other health problems

2. Is fatalistic; refuses to think about it; if
you're going to get it, you'll get it

3. Seven items: Interacts more with gay
organizations, helps other gays

4. Three items: Behaves more religiously

Mental health: A]
1. Depression: Center for Epidemiologic

Studies Scale
2. Anxiety: six items: Hopkins Anxiety

Symptoms Checklist
3. Six items: Worried about AIDS

(Perlin-type scale)
4. Six items: Worries regarding AIDS

interfered with life and relaxing, thinking,
friendships, job, sleep, sex

Life events: Negative occurrences
1. Work: demoted, fired, conflict, increased

work load
2. Finance: salary cut, no demotion; major

purchase; mortgage; repossession of car, etc.
3. Legal: went to jail; arrested; victim of robbery
4. Love relations: fight with primary partner, ill,

relationship ended
5. Family: death or illness of child, sibling,

parent; argument with family member
6. Friend: death, serious argument, illness of

close friend
7. Coming out: to coworkers, relations, M.D.,

hetero friends

Ipha coefficient:

.79 0.53

.81 -0.19

.91 -0.16

.78 -0.31

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.50

-8.31
2.48

2.83

5.33

3.09

-7.38

NOTE: - = Maintenance; + = Lapse; RAS = Receptive Anal Sex; IAS = Insertive Anal Sex

investigate behavioral and psychological aspects of the HIV epidemic, and it was a
component of the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS), an epidemiological investi-
gation of the natural history ofHIV among several panels of homosexual men across the
United States. Because complete enumeration of the homosexual population is not
feasible, the representativeness of the CCS sample is impossible to determine. However,
as Table 2 shows, men enrolled in this study are sociodemographically and behaviorally

0.38

-0.35

-0.11
0.60

Not studied

Not studied

Not studied
Not studied

.53

-.90

-.76

.38

.87

.85
1.04
.47

.81

-.64

.41
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for the Analytic Sample, 1984-1988

Variable (N= 524)

Mean age 34.6
White, non-Hispanic 92.0%
Mean income $23,640
Mean years education 16.5 years
Religion:
Jewish 7.3%
Catholic 25.1%
Protestant 32.4%

HIV seropositivity (without AIDS) 37.6%
Engages in RAS 51%
Engages in 1AS 49%
Receptive lapsers and relapsers 15.5%
Receptive maintainers 36%
Insertive lapsers and relapsers 12.2%
Insertive maintainers 37%

NOTE: RAS = Receptive Anal Sex; 1AS = Insertive Anal Sex

similar to other samples of homosexual men being studied elsewhere.41 The sample used
in the present report was composed of panel members who abstained from RAS or IAS,
or used condoms during RAS orLAS for 12 months prior to interview. MACS participants
were interviewed in waves at 6-month intervals. Our participants had to have abstained
from unprotected sex or used condoms for two consecutive 6-month waves to be eligible
for sample inclusion. They were then observed for three waves (18 months) thereafter.
Due to the possibility of response bias, our respondents, ofwhom 38% were HIV positive,
became ineligible for sample inclusion if they developed AIDS at any point during the
data collection.

Nonresponse rates from dropouts, 4.18%, and questionnaire noncompletion, 13.1%,
were constant over time. Ongoing study of differential out-selection from the CCS sample
over the four waves of the study has revealed no statistically significant differences
between those lost and retained. Ultimately, we studied a group of 524 homosexual men
found to have maintained safer sex behavior for at least two consecutive 6-month
intervals. We continued to follow them for three 6-month intervals thereafter to ascertain
whether they relapsed from such behaviors and to gather data regarding the constructs
described above.42 An assessment of the sociodemographic and HIV serostatus compa-
rability of the entire CCS sample and the present analytic one was conducted, and only
very minor differences were noted. Further details regarding these and other aspects of
methodology may be found in Joseph et al.43'4

Individuals were placed in mutually exclusive strata based on their longitudinal
behavior patterns over the three 6-month intervals as revealed in answers to the following
questionnaire item: "For each type of sexual partner, i.e., primary or steady, know well
but not steady, casual but not anonymous, or anonymous, about how often in the past
month was a condom used when you were the receptive partner in anal sex?" The response
options were as follows: always = 1, sometimes =2, never =3, no partners = 8. The same
question was asked regarding IAS.

Mutually exclusive strata were formed from the answers as follows: stratum 1, relapse:
for two or more sequential waves, the respondent scored 2 and/or 3; stratum 2, lapse: for
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one wave, the respondent scored 2 or 3; and stratum 3, maintenance: all waves scored 1
and/or 8. Thus, those who relapsed had abandoned safer sex behavior for two or more
6-month periods. Those who had lapsed (stratum 2) had abandoned safer sex behavior
for one 6-month period. Maintainers had continued safe sex behavior or had no partners
at all for all three 6-month periods. For stratums 1 and 2, regardless of the type of sexual
partner, primary, casual, or anonymous, there is a high risk of exposure to AIDS. The
analyses examined all four types of sexual partner together. The only behavior that
comprises safe sex is maintenance, that is, stratum 3. The analyses were carried out
separately for IAS and RAS.

Statistical Analyses

In addition to analysis of factors relevant to our major hypothesis, background
characteristics were examined, including age, education, income, and religion, as well as
HIV serostatus, the time at which the individuals were selected to the analytic sample,
and the percentage of maintenance and lapsers of various sorts (see Table 2). In an initial
test of the original model, sociodemographic variables including age, race, income,
education, and religion were determined to be insignificant in their contribution to overall
explanatory power. For this reason and because sample sizes were reduced owing to
missing demographic data, these variables were dropped from subsequent analyses.

Following descriptive analyses, multinomial logistic regression models with unor-
dered variables were fit by the method ofmaximum likelihood.45 Two types of statistical
tests were undertaken. One, based on asymptotic t tests, addressed the significance of
individual model variables (see Table 1). The second set of tests was based on a likelihood
ratio approach for testing nested hypotheses (see Table 3).Y

RESULTS

The Receptive Anal Sex Model

To examine whether the factors we posited as being relevant to lapse or maintenance
were indeed associated, we tested overall goodness of fit by first fitting a model that
incorporated all individual variables noted in Table 1. Here, L = -2 (log of the likelihood
function). L for the full model was 247.27. A marginal model next was estimated that
included only a constant variable, giving rise to L> 408.26. The difference between these,
the likelihood statistic, is 160.99 and is distributed as a chi-square variate.Y The p value
for this overall goodness-of-fit test statistic is .0002. We conclude that, taken together,
the congeries of variables we studied was associated with relapse.
We next studied submodels derived by sequential exclusion of our five exogenous

constructs: personal traits, appraisal, coping response, mental health, and negative life
events, as shown in Figure 1. Using the same likelihood ratio procedure as above, we
inspected the contributions each of these constructs made to overall significance of the
full model. A summary of the analysis of reduced models for RAS is found in Table 3.
The test of the logit model excluding variables representing personal traits, coping
response, negative life events, and coping with safer sex, each studied separately, showed
that these were statistically important factors (p < .005).
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Table 3. Likelihood Ratio Statistics for Full and Reduced Receptive and Insertive Anal Sex
Models

Receptive Insertive

Reduced/model
Personal traits 48.96 (3 dfl** 10.54 (3 df)*
Appraisal of behaviors 17.85 (7 d>* 21.86 (5 df)**
Coping response 64.29 (8 df)** 20.55 (6 df)**
Mental health 10.99 (4 df)* 21.76 (4 df)**
Negative life events 45.63 (7 dJ)** 32.82 (7 df)**
Coping with AIDS threat 11.91 (4 dj)*
Coping with safer sex: Abstinence or maintenance 18.91 (4 df)**

*p <.05. **p <.005.

or maintenance. Similarly, neither the cognitive appraisal construct nor the mental health
variables showed a high degree of relationship. We conclude that a variety of coping
response forms, personal traits, and life events were importantly associated with lapse
from safer sex behaviors.

Other background characteristics, including HIV serostatus, wave at selection, total
number of steady sexual partners, and total number of all other partners were considered
constants for further tests. Their contribution varied across the strata, but findings are
suggestive of their general lack of explanatory influence in discriminating among relapse,
lapse, recovery, and maintenance behavior.

Insertive Anal Sex

Tests of overall goodness of fit began by fitting a full model composed of all the
variables in Table 1. L for the full model was found to be 284.51; the marginal model,
including only a constant variable, yielded L = 396.48, and the likelihood ratio statistic
generated from a calculation of the difference of these estimates was 111.98. Thep value
of this overall goodness-of-fit test statistic was .0582, suggesting that together the
factors under investigation are not associated importantly with relapse, lapse, or
maintenance. In general, t tests on individual variables were not significant (see Graham,
1991, for more complete discussion)."

As a congeries, the indicators of appraisal behaviors, coping response, and mental
health appear influential to the overall explanatory power of the initial fitted model (see
Table 3). Negative life events had an even greater explanatory influence (p < .005). Initial
model testing again established the lack of significance of demographic factors, and,
therefore, they were omitted from subsequent analyses because of missing data. As Table 1
shows, none of the individual variables composing the constructs uniquely contributed
to relapse or maintenance of risk-reducing behavior for insertive sex.

Individual Factors
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Individual Factors

Table 1 exhibits coefficients of relationships between individual variables composing
the constructs discussed above and maintenance of or relapse from AIDS-preventive
behavior. A negative coefficient indicated the factor to be associated with maintenance,
while a positive one indicated an association with relapse. Although none of these t test
results was significant, perhaps because of small numbers, the variables generating large
coefficients deserve comment and replication with larger numbers in future research.
Moreover, they furnish clues as to public health approaches to fostering AIDS-preventive
behaviors. For example, note that emotion-focused coping with maintenance, measured
by positive answers to the statements, "I don't like to think about it," "being gay means
doing what I want," and "if I try to require use of condoms, I'd have to give up all sex,"
indicating a fatalistic or denial-based rationalization for unsafe behaviors, carries the
largest coefficient, 19.78, suggesting an association with relapse from maintenance of
safe practices for RAS. Also regarding RAS, we discovered associations between relapse
and certain negative life events, specifically, problems at work, with law, and with love,
family, and friendship relations. On the other hand, "coming out" and money problems
were associated with maintenance of safer sex behavior. Increases in the amount of stress
associated with abstention from sex also were associated with maintenance (coefficient
was -14.3). Similarly, those who found asking about the possibility ofAIDS in a potential
partner difficult and those who "can't say no" were more likely to maintain safer sex
behavior. These findings appear to defy the logic shown in other relationships. However,
they may suggest that such beliefs and attitudes are associated with maintenance of
condom use in the absence of abstinence. Consistent with this, those lacking skill at other
safer sex behaviors (e.g., asking about the possibility of AIDS in the partner) may more
likely adopt condoms. All of these findings require replication with larger samples.

It is noteworthy that we have examined a fair number of factors and found a number
not to be related to maintenance or relapse. Obviously, attitude toward a given behavior
and the behavior itself are related but not necessarily in a cause-and-effect relationship.
We have seen in Table 1 that a number of constructs and the variables composing them
were not related in any important way to outcome behaviors. Thus, personal traits,
satisfaction with the condom in RAS or IAS, all of the coping with AIDS factors, and
the mental health factors are unrelated to relapse or maintenance behavior. Note that
those dealing specifically with the kind of behavior we are studying, that is, the six items
in the Mental Health scale concerning worries about AIDS and the items indicating that
these interfere with relaxing, thinking, friendships, jobs, sleep, and sex, were not related
to the actual behavior of attempting to prevent AIDS.

On the other hand, as we have seen, there is a considerable number of fairly strong
relationships with relapse or maintenance in the case of such items as skill in dealing with
potential partners and emotion-focused coping with maintenance. We emphasize that
even these important relationships were not found to be statistically significant; never-
theless, they did stand out as being potentially far more strongly related than those
aforementioned factors dealing with coping with AIDS and mental health.

DISCUSSION

This is a study of factors associated with relapse from and maintenance of AIDS-
preventive behavior over a period of 18 months by 524 men who had practiced AIDS-
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preventive behavior for 12 months previously. Based on our elaboration of Marlatt and
Gordon's model,39 we hypothesized that five constructs would be related to relapse or
maintenance: (1) personal traits, such as approaches to problem solving and beliefs about
amount of control one has over one's environment; (2) appraisal of the stress induced by
adhering to risk-reduction behaviors (abstinence or using condoms in anal intercourse);
(3) type of coping response; (4) mental health, as measured by a variety of well-tested
devices; and (5) negative life events, at work and in family, legal, financial, love, and
friend relationships.

Briefly, we found that, as noted in Table 1, emotion-focused coping with maintenance
was associated with relapse in the case of RAS, as was problem-focused coping.
Emotion-focused coping tends to ignore the dangers of unprotected RAS, enhancing
relapse, and so does problem-focused coping, allowing unprotected sex, but with mo-
nogamous lovers. It can be argued that emotion-focused coping eventuates in related
behaviors only to be expected; that is, we are "stacking the deck" to find a relationship
between attitude and behavior. But it is important to observe (in Table 1) that a number
of different cognitive domains were not related to corresponding behaviors, for example,
coping with AIDS, beliefs regarding control, skill in dealing with partners, emotion-fo-
cused coping with abstinence, and the like. In addition, negative life events, for the most
part, are associated with lapse, a not surprising relationship. Men who find ascertaining
health status of potential partners awkward were more likely to maintain safer RAS
behaviors. In the case of LAS, the constructs of coping ability, life events, mental health,
and appraisal of stress were associated with maintenance, but the relationships between
individual variables composing the five constructs and our dependent variables were not
remarkable. This, perhaps, was partly because in RAS the behavior of the partner is more
difficult to control than inIAS and because of the larger risk of AIDS in the case of RAS.
The unique variables supporting the constructs may, if results are replicated with larger
numbers, furnish suggestions for preventive intervention.

Although our investigation was unique and useful in following a sizable number of
men over a long (30-month) period and in gathering psychosocial data to study a large
number of explanatory factors, several flaws in our design are present and need to be
avoided in future inquiries. We have no estimation of the degree of representativeness of
our panel and no suggestions for assessing this. Of course, even the closer-to-universal
ascertainment of cases and investigation of contacts possible with legally reportable
sexually transmitted diseases still does not define the universe of such cases, but the
potential for generalization of our findings is unknown.

In addition, we could not be certain of our study group's behavior in the time intervals
between our contacts at the end of each 6-month period. What actually occurred during
those intervals was only reported, not directly observed. Moreover, although we at-
tempted to minimize errors of measurement through tests of reliability, such tests were
not always available, and the possibility of errors in measurement of components of our
constructs is large. Possible unreliability of change scores and autocorrelation among
error terms added potential analytic complications.47 The fact that we made many
assessments of relationships, of course, ensures that some, though statistically significant,
will be misleading.

Another problem is that our samples of men engaging in receptive and insertive sex
were overlapping. Thus, some men only engaged in insertive, and others in receptive, but
a substantial number engaged in both types of behavior. Behavior in one situation may
influence that in the other. The extent to which this complicates the analysis is unknown.
Again, although we had a sizable panel of men to follow, it is clear that our numbers were
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too small to carry out many of the analyses we wished. Our study should be replicated
with much greater numbers.

Perhaps the most serious caveat to consider in evaluating these findings inheres in the
fact that the data were gathered in the period 1984 to 1988 and that changes in the situation
with regard to AIDS in this country have occurred since that time. Nevertheless, we feel
that even a tardy examination of data gathered in this research is useful in shedding light
on the kinds of constructs that influence maintenance of preventive health behavior and
relapse from it. These data remain important in furthering our understanding of the
prevention of AIDS itself, but the constructs themselves perhaps have been shown to be
important and to have implications for other preventive behaviors as well.

Implications for Practice

This research suggests that public health approaches to programs for changing
behaviors in an AIDS-preventive direction could, with profit, build on the notion that
psychological and social states are associated with such behaviors. Although negative life
events and, to a degree, mental health are difficult to manipulate, coping response and
certain personal factors can be improved through behavior change intervention.48,24.25 The
beliefs that one is too lucky to get AIDS or that the chance of getting AIDS increases
enjoyment or that a cure is imminent or that research by heterosexual investigators is
biased may be addressed by cognitive and behaviorally oriented change efforts. The same
is true for those who avoid thinking about AIDS or who feel they would have to stop all
sex if they had to use condoms or who relapse in response to negative life events.

Treatment modalities for individual or small groups, such as role-playing to build
sexual assertiveness, condom use, and sexual communication and problem-solving skills
among men who cannot say no, could be useful. The same is true for those who have
difficulty asking a potential lover about his disease history. The use of opinion leaders to
encourage AIDS-preventive behavior is a community-level intervention requiring further
application and evaluation.48 49 For a disease that is so costly in suffering as well as dollars,
such investments are warranted.
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